Modeling the deep convection in the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea using
an eddypermitting and an eddyresolving model: case study of winter 198687
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Scope and objectives

Tools and methods
1 – Forcing the regional oceanic model SYMPHONIE with the basin
scale model OPAMED8 enables to reproduce more correctly the local
mesoscale processes that play an important role in the NWMS oceanic
and biological functioning and to investigate the effects of climate
change on the NWMS oceanic circulation.

The Northwestern Mediterranean Sea (NWMS) is one of the few region in the world where
open ocean deep convection occurs. This process is mainly driven by the combination of
strong northerly winds with the local anticlockwise oceanic circulation.
In this oligotrophic basin, convection plays a major role in the functioning of biological
pelagic ecosystems: phytoplanctonic spring blooms intensity is related to the amount of
nutrients transported from the bottom to the surface euphotic zone during winter convection
episodes.
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Somot et al. (2006) used the oceanic model OPAMED8 forced by the atmopheric model
ARPEGEClimat during the 19602100 period to study climate change impacts on the
Mediterranean Sea thermohaline circulation. Using the IPCC A2 scenario, they predict:
+2.5°C SST
+0.33 psu SSS
Decrease of the winds and convection events frequence and intensity

with a 130 W/m2 heat flux correction

Simulation period: 09/15/1986  09/15/1987
Atmospheric fluxes in the LION4 area
between 01/12/1986 and 30/04/1986
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Chlorophyll concentration in the Mediterranean Sea,
March 2002 (SeaWIFS)

Study the effects of climate change on the NWMS oceanic circulation
and ecoystems functioning.

Winter deep convection:
similarities and differences
Convection timing
It corresponds to the observations for both models: the bottom is reached
around February 20th. The deepening is slower and the restratification
faster for SYMPHONIE
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OPAMED8
SYMPHONIE
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Observations

T (ºC)
12.76

S (psu)
38.44

ρ (kg/m )
29.11

OPAMED8

12.74  12.76

38.42  38.44

29.10  29.12

SYMPHONIE

12.72  12.74

38.42  38.43

29.10  29.11

OPAMED8
SYMPHONIE

Same position, southwest displacement compared to the observations
Average MLD over LION (m)

Buoyancy flux
More lateral positive buoyancy flux for
SYMPHONIE

Buoyancy in the LION area (m2/s2)
OPAMED8
SYMPHONIE
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Convection surface and volume are smaller in SYMPHONIE, due to a
smaller horizontal extension of the convection zone.

OPAMED8
SYMPHONIE

Kinetic energy (KE)
Associated to smale scale processes (SSKE,
<60 km) in SYMPHONIE.
Associated to large scale processes
(LSKE, >60 km) in OPAMED8.
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Geographic characteristics of the convection zone

total

LION
area
Kinetic energy in the LION area

Deep water formed
Both models produce deep water corresponding to the
observations, but the density is slightly smaller in SYMPHONIE

Water masses characteristics

Sea surface density (kg/m3), 20/02/1987
OPAMED8
SYMPHONIE

E4E5

E3

1 Preconditionning
2 – LIW mixing
MEDOC87 1725/02 :
3 – Violent mixing
Bottom convection
4 – Bottom convection
5  Restratification

1

Buoyancy flux
(103m2/s)

Mesocale structures
Development of 1535 km meanders
in SYMPHONIE evolving after one
month into 3060 km structures.
Development of 5080 km meanders
in OPAMED8.

Maximum MLD over LION (m)

Wind stress
(N/m2)

Net water
flux
(mm/day)

ECO3M
Biogeochemical model

The mesoscale structures

E5

Total heat flux
(W/m2)

SYMPHONIE
3km, eddyresolving

Study the interannual variability of the oceanic circulation and
ecoystems functioning.

A case study: The winter 19861987

Atmopheric forcing: ECMWF 40year reanalysis ERA 40

NW

2 – Forcing the biogeochemical model ECO3M with the 3D circulation
model SYMPHONIE enables to investigate the effects of NWMS
circulation on the planktonic ecosytems.

OUR GOAL : To study the impact of climate change
on oceanic circulation and planktonic pelagic ecosystems in the NWMS

River forcing : UNESCO RivDis database

MS

Investigate the differences due to oceanic model resolution in the
NWMS convection modeling and validate our method by studying a
real case : year 09/198609/1987

We can expect these changes to have an important impact on the ecosystems functioning.

Forcings

OPAMED8
1/8° ~10 km resolution, eddypermitting

Convection surface (1010 m2) (ρ >29.10 kg/m3)
OPAMED8
SYMPHONIE

Columnar
buoyancy

CB

Bsurf

Cumulated surface
buoyancy flux

Deep water evolution
V = Surf + Trans + Mix

Deep water volume in the
NWMS area (1013m3)
11
SYMPHONIE

(ρ > 29.10 kg/m3)

3.4

Larger surface formation in SYMPHONIE

1.3

Larger mixing in SYMPHONIE
Larger storage in OPAMED

6.3
OPAMED8

Similar export/import
150
300 m

300
600 m

600
bottom

Monthly difference between Medatlas II Climatology and OPAMED8
Daily absolute value between SYMPHONIE and OPAMED8

Conclusion and Future Work
The winter 198687 study enables to evaluate the impact of model resolution
on the convection processes numerical representation and to investigate
precisely the open ocean convection mechanisms in the NWMS. Both
models are able to represent similarly the deep convection global
characteristics (convection timing, deep water characteristics, maximum
MLD, deep water exported out of the convection area).
The differences between both simulations are mainly due to the mesoscale
processes representation. Because of its better mesoscale structures
representation, SYMPHONIE reproduces more correctly the horizontal
extension of the convection area, the restratification process and the deep
water surface formation and mixing.
These mesoscale structures play an important role during the convection
episode. This forcing method is therefore legitimate and would be
appropriate to study processes that are strongly related to convection, for
example NWMS pelagic ecosystems evolution.

Formation rate :
τ = (V + Trans) / T
OPAMED8 : 2.0 Sv
SYMPHONIE: 1.7 Sv
OPAMED8

Observed
convection area
SSS > 38.40 psu
20/02/1987

Sea surface salinity (psu)

SYMPHONIE

11
4.5
0.5
1.3

SYMPHONIE represents more accurately than OPAMED8 the size, location and
evolution of mesoscale structures (Gascard, 1978; Madec, 1991), explaining
most of the observed differences. Indeed, these structures have been shown
to facilitate the transfer of buoyancy across the periphery of the convection
zone by helping to the advection of lighter and stratified water into the
convection area, hence slowing down the mixed layer deepening, reducing the
convection volume and surface, reducing the deep water density and helping
to the restratification process (Marshall & Schott, 1999). This difference of
mesoscale structures representation also explains the difference of deep
water formation and evolution between both models
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